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Along with the development of computer and network technology, various 
industries are already carried out the construction work of informationization,  This 
construction work cannot  be ignored in the financial industry due to its important 
role in the social economy. The financial industry continues to grow strong, the 
numbers of customer continue to increase in recent few years; there is an urgent  
demand of adopting computer software towards the service of daily work. This topic 
is from the project of customer marketing and managing system in the general 
banking department of Fudian Bank, which in order to achieve the informationization 
of customer marketing, increase sales, and reduce the cost of marketing  through the 
research of this topic. The research works of this topic include:  
Based on the system demand analysis, combining with the actual situation of the 
bank account management, a scheme of informationizing the customer marketing 
managementhas been provided . The scheme uses  asp.net, and SQL Server database 
technology, and develops a B/S structure of the three layers program based customer 
marketing management system; in order to enforce the networking and automation of 
customer management. Against the scattered customers and non-systematic 
management , a customer management sub-system has been designed and developed, 
which  extends the customer management from the previous maintenance of basic 
information to the management of  customers’ existence cycle. Against the situation 
that the marketing supervisor cannot know well about the account managers’ sales 
and information of customer service in time, a marketing management sub-system for 
helping master the account managers’ sales performance  from multi-angle has been 
developed. Through generating the statistics of the sales performance in time, and 
holding the information of customer service timely , not only the efficiency of the 















The research applies the concept of software engineering to customer marketing 
management system development; this paper discusses the system planning and 
development procedure from the requirement analysis, system design, coding 
implement, and system test.. The customer marketing management systemhas the 
features of easy operation, user friendly interface, convenient maintenance, stable 
database operation, high execution speed, and  high security of data. At present, the 
customer marketing management system has been set up officially and operated stably 
in  the general banking department of Fudian Bank. 
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